We have performed angle-integrated and angle-resolved photoemission measurements at 20K on well-characterized single crystals of high T, cuprates (both I : 2 : 3-type and 2 : 2 : 1 : 2-type) cleaved in situ, and find a relatively large, resolution limited Fermi edge which shows large amplitude variations with photon energy, indicative of band structure final state effects. The lineshape of the spectra of the 1 : 2 : 3 materials as a function of photon energy are well reproduced by band structure predictions, indicating a correct mix of 2p and 3d orbitals in the calculations, while the energy positions of ;he peaks agree with calculated bands to within L 0.5 eV. This may yet prove to reflect the effects of Coulomb correlation. We nevertheless conclude that a Fermi liquid approach to conductivity is appropriate. Angleresolved data, while still incomplete, suggest agreement with the Fermi surface predicted by the LDA calculations. A BCS-like energy gap is observed in the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2 materials, whose magnitude is twice the weak coupling BCS value (i.e., 2A r 7kT,).
Introduction
It is widely believed that the electronic structure of the high-T, superconducting (HTSC) cuprates consists of impurity bands induced by the doping of holes into the CuO, planes. Many theoretical models [l] assume that the underlying electronic structure is not substantially altered by the doping so that the electronic structure of the HTSCs is similar to the non-superconducting (or insulating) parent compounds. Since band calculations [2-71, using the local density approximation (LDA), have been singularly unsuccessful in predicting the magnetic and insulating properties of the parent oxides, it is a natural extension to assume that such calculations are inapplicable to HTSCs. The general approaches (aside from band structure) that have been taken include the Anderson model [8, 9] , some variant of the Hubbard model [lo-131 and the resonating valence bond model [14] . To the best of our understanding the last approach results in charge carriers which do not strictly obey Fermi-Dirac statistics so that the system is not described as a Fermi liquid with a well-defined Fermi surface.
Early photoemission measurements, both angle-integrated [15 -19] and angle-resolved [20, 211 using 
single crystals, in
Physica Scripta T31 fact seemed to support the more exotic approaches. While a very small, well-defined Fermi edge was occasionally observed [I61 in La-Sr-Cu-0 systems, it was never seen in the 1 :2 : 3 type materials [22] , thus reinforcing the concept of a vanishingly small density of states (DOS) at EF and no conventional Fermi function cutoff of normal metals.
The discovery of the Bi-based cuprates with their stable Fermi edge at room temperature changed the above situation and initially actually appeared to be inconsistent with the 1 :2 : 3s and 2 : 1 : 4s. We showed [23-261, however , that most early photoemission data on these latter types of compounds, if taken at room temperature, probably were not sampling the true bulk electronic structure but rather only a deteriorated surface oxide (an insulator with no DOS at EF) resulting from surface reconstruction, oxygen loss, or both (the actual mechanism is yet to be determined). If, however, a wellcharacterized superconducting single crystal of a 1 :2 : 3 material is cleaved at low temperatures ( T < 50 K) to expose a fresh surface, such a surface reconstruction (and/or oxygen loss) is suppressed and a spectrum representative bulk superconductor is obtained. This is evidenced by the existence of a large, stable Fermi edge and the appearance of a highly structured photoemission spectrum [27] which, as we shall see, is not inconsistent with a band structure DOS. Thus a uniformity regarding the Fermi edge is established among the HTSCs (including the BiO, -based compounds) which now makes them strong candidates for Fermi liquids, as will become evident in the text. Indeed it is now possible to observe directly via photoemission the large BCS-like gap at temperatures below T,, and in fact only for those k-values which correspond to the Fermi surface [29, 301. The weight of evidence is building not only in favour of the Fermi liquid model, but rather also towards an electronic structure in large measure describable by a band structure DOS [27] (at least some form of renormalized bands), and a Fermi surface very similar to predictions. Thus we are apparently not dealing with impurity bands at E , [31] , but rather with bands described by a band calculation. It remains yet to be determined to what extent the bands are renormalized as a consequence of the strong Coulomb correlation which is evidenced in the form of satellites [ 16, 32, 331 . and whether this correlation plays a significant role in the superconductivity.
In the present manuscript we will review our recent photoemission data which led us to the above conclusions. We will mostly confine ourselves to angle-integrated data since the angle-resolved work is still in progress, although the latter type of data will eventually be much more compelling. We have not studied the parent insulating oxides in any great detail so that we don't know how they differ from the predicted metallic behaviour. This latter study is a necessary step in understanding these materials and is at present underway.
Experimental details
A much more detailed set of experimental procedures is published elsewhere [27] . Here we will only concentrate on the essential features.
The angle-integrated photoemission measurements were taken at the Synchrotron Radiation Center in Stoughton. WI. using the Ames-Montana ERGiSEYA beamline. as well as the Minnesota-Argonne-Los Alamos E R G beamline. Overall instrument resolution for the beamline and the double pass CMA analyzer varied from 125 to 200meV. The chamber pressure was maintained at 5 x 10-"Torr throughout the measurements. Cooling to 20 K was accomplished via a closed cycle He refrigerator. The angle-resolved data on the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2s reported here was taken with a VSW SO mm hemispherical analyzer, with a maximum overall resolution (at 2 eV pass energy) of 30 meV. Chamber pressure was likewise maintained at 5 x 10-"Torr and sample temperature controlled with a He refrigerator.
The thin single crystal plates (typical dimensions 1 mm x 1 mm x 0.05 nim) were mounted with epoxy between two AI rods oriented along the c-axis. Electrical contact was made with a thin layer of a suspended graphite solution. One of the AI rods was in contact with the cold finger while prying in situ on the free A1 rod resulted in a sample cleave in the a-h plane.
Most of the measurements reported here were done with the sample temperature maintained at 2 0 K since, as will become evident. warming above 5 0 K resulted in a rapid deterioration of the 1 : 2 : 3 surface [23. 241. On the other hand, the sample surface remained stable for up to 2 days if maintained at 20 K. A similar instability was not observed for the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2s.
Results and discussion
In Fig. 1 we show 3 spectra from a Y : 1 : 2 : 3 -0 , , crystal cleaved at 20 K and measured first at 20 K, then at 300 K and again at 20 K . A measurement at 20 K immediately after a fresh cleave (20, in Fig. 1 ) exhibits a large, resolution-limited Fermi edge. and a substantial spectral weight in the -1 eV to -2 eV range. It does not, however. show the much discussed [34. 351 feature at -9 eV. If the sample is maintained at 20 K the spectrum 20, can be reproduced indefinitely.
Warming to 300 K. however, immediately results in dramatic changes. Even before the -9 eV features develops significant intensity. the spectrum loses all the intensity at EF. followed by a substantial loss of intensity in the -1 to -2 eV range, a valence band maximum shift from -3.5eV to -4.5 eV. and additional intensity loss near -6 eV. Cooling the sample back to 20 K (spectrum 20, in Fig. 1) shows that the changes are irreversible, although some apparent recovery is seen near E,. This recovery is not understood at present but may be related to a phase transition.
It is instructive to follow the behaviour of the O-ls core level as the surface deteriorates. In Fig. 2 we show three spectra of this core level. Spectrum (a) is for Bi2Sr,CaCu,0y after a fresh cleave at 20 K. spectrum (b) is for Y : 1 : 2 : 3 0, (same sample as in Fig. 1 ) likewise after a fresh cleave, while spectrum (c) is for the same sample of Y : 1 : 2 : 3 but now at 300 K . Note that a single O-ls core level is found at -528 eV in both materials after a fresh cleave. As the surface of the I : 2 : 3 material deteriorates, a second 0-Is peak at -53 1 eV grows along with the -9 eV peak. Some researchers have assigned [36, 371 the -531 eV peak to the 0 ' -valence state (vs. the 0' -for the -528 eV peak). However, we can see that it is not intrinsic to the O,, material.
The question arises whether the deterioration is due to oxygen loss resulting in an oxygen deficient Y : 1 : 2 : 3 surface. or to a chemical change 1381 resulting in a totally different composition at the surface. We can get some insight by studying well-characterized oxygen-deficient crystals cleaved and measured under identical conditions as the 0,,9 sample. The spectra for several YBa,Cu,O, materials are shown in
narrowing of the valence band width for x = 6.25, with significant accompanying intensity losses at -1.5 eV.
We conclude from Fig. 3 that while decreasing the oxygen content does indeed cause some changes throughout the valence bands, a spectrum taken at room temperature on a deteriorated surface is totally unrelated to that of a 1 : 2 : 3 material. Prehaps some oxygen loss is occurring. However, a more significant factor for UV photoemission measurements with their small escape depths is a composition change [38] on the surface which yields the -9eV feature in the valence bands, as well as the -531 eV peaks in the 0-1s spectrum. Thus attempts to correlate these features with valence fluctuations or other phenomena intrinsic to the 1 : 2 : 3 materials, are in error. 5 -elevated temperatures, it is clear that meaningful data can only be obtained on a freshly-cleaved single crystal surface at T < 50K. The bulk of the remaining data was taken under such conditions.
Valence bands of
In Fig. 4 we display a series of angle integrated spectra from a sample of YBa,Cu,O,, taken at various photon energies ranging from 14 eV to 70 eV. We point out that these spectra are from a sample different from that of Fig. 1 . This caution is necessary since it is evident that at Izv = 50 eV the spectra from the two samples are not identical. The differences are due to residual angle resolved effects stemming from the fact that we are using single crystals and a CMA analyzer which admits only a limited number of electon trajectories. Hence we do not have a true angle integrated spectrum. These phenomena would however tend to affect amplitudes more than peak positions in these very complex materials so that it does not alter our conclusions. We wish to call attention to the following observations:
(a) At low hi' ( < 20eV) we observe a number of peaks in the secondary electron spectrum due to van Hove singularities in the empty bands [39] . These peaks shift linearly with photon energy to apparent higher binding energies as /I\# increases. There are several sets of such peaks. In Fig. 4 we have marked by arrows one set which leads to the enhancement at E, for = 14eV. The very large enhancement of the -1 eV feature at hv = 19eV suggests another such set of final state peaks which would coincide with E, at /I\' = 18 el'. These peaks are not representative of the filled states except insofar as they will enhance a valence band feature whenever direct transitions are possible into these van Hove singularities from the filled states. Thus most of the apparent dispersion for / I \ $ < 20eV is due to these final state effects.
(b) In addition to the peak at E,, we can identify peaks A through F as being part of the DOS structure.
(c) The Fermi edge amplitude is strongly modulated by the same band structure effects as in (a), but remains strong for all hit. thus indicating at least a partial d-wave function character (see below).
When one compares'the peaks in the spectra to a calculated [2-71 DOS (Fig. 5 ) it is possible to get a one-to-one correspondence between the calculated and experimentally observed peaks, provided that the calculated Fermi energy is shifted up (to lower binding energies) by 0.5 eV. We show in Fig. 5 structures are similar. Peaks A and B are primarily due to p-like bands while the bulk of the Cu-3d density is centered around peaks C and D. The weak peak F is due to the bottom of the oxygen-p bonding bands. The actual character of peaks A through F can be more easily discerned from the lineshapes of the spectra as a function of photon energy. Because of the very different cross sections [40] for p vs. d transitions, the spectral weight changes as hv increases. Redinger et al. [41] have calculated the expected photoemission spectra as a function of hi, based on their DOS. We compare several of the spectra of Fig. 4 to these predicted spectra in Fig. 6 . The solid curves are spectra from Fig. 4 with backgrounds subtracted, while the dashed curves are from Ref. [41] . The spectra were aligned on the p-like peak A. Except for the 0.5eV shift we see that the spectral shape follows the correct energy dependence, thus indicating a correct orbital character mix in the DOS. On this gross scale, then, band calculations correctly capture the essential feature of the experimental DOS. The main disagreement is the 0.5 eV shift and the very large predicted Fermi edge (large N(E,)) vs. a much more modest one observed experimentally.
A very recent publication [42] has focused on the problem of Coulomb correlation and how it should effect the band structure as obtained from an LDA calculation. Indeed. they find that for a value of C: -4.0eV, the Fermi energy would shift by z 0 . 5 e V with a corresponding dramatic drop in PJ~jsica Scripta T31 Fig. 7 . Spectra taken on a slightly deteriorated sample of EuBa,Cu,O,, in order to see the resonance of the -9eV contamination peak. Left panel: 0-2s absorption edge. An incidental Eu-4fresonance at -5 eV for a photon energy of hv = 18 eV is also observed. Right panel: Cu-3p absorption edge. A large resonant enhancement is observed in the -lOeV and -12eV Cu-related satellties, while almost no enhancement is seen in the valence bands.
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N ( E , ) , just as observed. This fact, combined with the obvious satellite structure associated with Cu features, would seem to support a band structure at least partially renormalized by Coulomb correlation, a situation somewhat reminiscent of heavy Fermions.
The character of states at E,
It is quite important to a number of theories [l] to determine the orbital character of the states at E F . For example, many theories would prefer primarily 0-2p character with oxygen hole hopping in the CuO, planes as the primary conduction mechanism. While resonant photoemission has been the technique of choice [43] for determining orbital symmetry of photoemission features, a quick glance at Fig. 7 will show that this technique has its shortcommings with respect to HTSC's. Here we show spectra from a slightly deteriorated sample of Eu : 1 : 2 : 3 at both the 0-2s (left panel) and Cu-3p (right panel) edges. We do this in order to focus on the -9 eV contamination peak, which is known to be of primarily 0-2p character, without completely destroying the underlying 1 : 2 : 3 DOS. We see that the contamination peak has a maximum amplitude at hv = 22 eV, as does the valence band feature at -2eV below E F , which we know from Fig. 4 to correspond to peaks A and B in the DOS and which we know is substantially p-like in character. Actually, this intensity Physica Scripta T31 modulation in the -1 to -2 eV range is clearly seen even in Fig. 4 to be centered around hv = 22eV. Moreover, angleresolved data, which will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere [44] , actually show that much of the p-character is concentrated around the r-point in the Brillouin zone, and has an intense resonance (> 200% increase in intensity) at hv = 22 eV. Thus we conclude that at least for 1 : 2 : 3 type materials, the oxygen resonance is at hv = 22eV and not at the often quoted [31] 18 eV. The intensity at E,, on the other hand, has a minimum at hv = 22 eV . The Fano resonance, if any, is obscured by the above-mentioned final state effects (van Hove singularities in the empty state) due to band structure. The situation in the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2s is less obvious, but one should nevertheless be on the alert for final state effects.
Similarly at the 3p edge (hv = 74eV) one runs into difficulties. The data in Fig. 7b were normalized to photon flux and show almost no intensity modulation in the valence bands, while the -lOeV and -12eV Cu satellites (arrows) undergo a very strong resonance. The large apparent increase in the secondary background is the MVV Auger transition accompanying the Fano resonance. The point is that even if there is 3d character at EF there is no reason to except its intensity to resonance at hv = 74eV since the entire valence band fails to resonate.
One can still determine the orbital character by measuring the intensity at E, as a function of photon energy. In Fig. 8 we display angle integrated spectra of Bi2SrzCaCuz0, for a number of photon energies normalized at the valence band maximum. While this is an incorrect normalization procedure one nevetheless sees that the intensity of the peak near EF (actually at -0.2 eV) remains strong to high photon energies, and shows final state enhancements at 18eV and 50eV.
A more correct normalization takes into account the number of p-and d-electrons (we ignore all the rest due to weak cross-sections [40] ) and equates the total integrated intensity of the spectrum at each photon energy to the total integrated intensity expected at that energy from the atomic calculations of Yeh and Lindau [40] . The resulting intensity at -0.2 eV is plotted as a function of hv in Fig. 9 . Here the open circles correspond to values of hit where final state enhancements occur and hence are not included in the calculations. The solid lines are intensity variations expected if the features are either entirely d-like or p-like. Clearly the measured intensity follows neither curve. Instead we try to approximate it by taking linear combinations of the two cross-sections and find a best fit with z 35% Cu-3dand 65% 0 -2 p character. Similar analyses for the 1 : 2 : 3 material yield about a 20-80 mix of Cu and 0 at EF.
It is difficult to put error bars on these numbers since, as we have seen, the intensity, especially at E,. is a strong function of the sample surface condition, as well as sample orientation (recall that our measurements are not truly angle integrated). Suffice it to say that there are stong contributions from both Cu and 0 in the conduction band. This, then, also argues in favour of a strongly-hybridized band-like model.
Angle-dispersive bands and the BCS-like energy gap
Angle resolved photoemission may in the end prove to be the most significant measurement with which to probe the electronic structure of HTSCs, and a substantial amount of angle-resolved data already exists in literature [3 1. 45, 46] . We would caution the reader, however, to be cognizant of the very serious sample-dependence encountered. We would automatically discard, for example, any room temperature data on 1 : 2 : 3 samples even though a weak Fermi edge may be evident (refer to Fig. I ). Likewise we are wary of data which features the -9 eV satellite. In the case of the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2 materials we would point out that the Fermi edge in our samples (Fig. 8) is much stronger than in most other published data [3 I , 461, presumably reflecting sample perfection. On top of all this are the very strong final state modulation effects which greatly increase the parameter space in which to map out the bands. In other words, the absence of a peak in the spectrum does not automatically translate into the absence of a band. It may be missing because of a weak matrix element (i.e.. no final state exists for direct transitions at that hl,).
Most published angle-resolved data [3 I ] were taken at hv = 18 eV, because it is generally believed that a resonant enhancement occurs there. We, however, would not rule out the possibility that for hv = 18 eV one merely enhances one part of the Brillouin zone due to final state effects, so that a failure to work at other values of hi, precludes a proper sampling of other parts of the zone. In addition, strong polarization effects have been observed suggesting that one should not rely too heavily on symmetry.
Our own angle resolved work is still in progress. a i t h indications that this will be a long project, indeed. We are not prepared to make definitive statements at this time. However. preliminary indications are that the Fermi surfaces predicted both for the 1 : 2 : 3-type and the 2 : 2 : 1 : 2-type materials will be borne out experimentally. The bands themselves, however. are difficult to follow below 5 300 meV in Bi,SrXaCu,O, so that we cannot make definitive statements about bandwidths. We do, however, find less disagreement in general with calculated bands than others have observed.
In this manuscript we will confine ourselves to the more definitive aspects of the data. In Fig. 10 we show a series of spectra taken on Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, at the indicated angles with respect to the c-axis at hv = 22eV. For this set of data, k is approximately along the T-M direction. Two sets of data are shown for each angle setting of the analyzer (2" acceptance angle); thin lines correspond to spectra obtained at T = 90 K (i.e., at T > T, = 85 K), while the thicker lines correspond to data taken at T = 20K T,. It will be noticed that for an analyzer setting of 0 = 11" the peak maximum in the spectrum is at -lOOmeV, well below E,, and easily resolvable with our overall instrument resolution of 30meV. In short, the band is still below the Fermi energy and not involved in conduction, At 0 = 13", however, the band disperses much closer to E, and the 90 K spectra are vastly different from the 20 K spectra. This is the effect of the BCS-like gap, A, at E, and the associated pile-up of states just below A.
Before discussing the effect of the gap in more detail, let us first concentrate on the 90 K spectra. For 0 = 18" there is a clear indication of the band crossing E, as evidenced by the dramatic drop in intensity. Because the above data were not taken precisely along a symmetry axis, there is no direct band calculation for comparison. Nevertheless the crossing is approximately in the location where one would expect the M-centered Fermi surface. Data presently being analyzed on better oriented samples appear to indicate nearly exact agreement with the predicted Fermi surface [47] .
Because of our 2" acceptance cone of photoemitted electrons, each spectrum in Fig. 10 is simultaneously sampling approximately 10% of the T-M momenta ( z 0.075 k ' ) .
However, for 0 = 18", most of the band being sampled has dispersed above E, and we can get a much more accurate measure of the sharpness of the Fermi edge and how it compares to what one expects from a conventional metal. Using the usual 10% to 90% of peak height to determine the width of the Fermi edge, we obtain a value of z 45 meV. Using the same criteria for the Fermi function broadening, the Fermi edge at T = 90 K is expected to be broadened by z 35 meV (note that k T x 8 meV at this temperature) while instrument broadening is z 30 meV. The r.m.s value of these two broadenings is 46meV which is almost exactly our observed value. Thus we have an electronic structure which obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics-in short, a Fermi liquid! Returning to the 20 K spectra we note the pile-up of states which results in the sharp peaks (FWHM = 30meV or, the instrument resolution) just below the gap, A. To determine A we modeled [30] the 0 = 18" spectrum with a Lorentzian and a linear term (because of the finite angular acceptance of the analyzer this was again deemed the least complicated spectrum). The width of the 90 K Lorentzian was determined empirically (presumably a function of lifetime broadening and dispersion of initial and final state bands). This was then convolved with a 90K Fermi function and instrument broadening to obtain a best fit. Finally the "best fit" Lorentzian was convolved with a BCS density of state functions [48] and a 20K Fermi function. In this way a best fit to the data at 20 K was obtained for 2A = 7kTc. This is similar to values previously reported [28, 291, although our data are much more free of complications resulting from angle integration.
Physica Scripta T31 A cursory measurement of the amplitude of the BCS density of states (i.e., a simple scaling of excess peak height vs. temperature) indicates that the pile-up of states with temperature roughly follows a BCS function.
The very large gap (twice the BCS weak coupling value) may be indicative of strong coupling effects in accordance with the results of Kresin [49] , who has shown that the limiting value for extremely strong coupling is 8 k T . Indeed we have additional evidence [50] from the variation of N(EF) with T, that strong coupling effects may be indicated. In Fig. 3 we see that N(E,) (actually we use the maximum value of the spectral density just below E F ) drops very rapidly with T,. Kresin in fact has shown from the generalized Eliashberg equations that in the generalized case for any value of the coupling constant, i., T, = 0.5 (w2)12(e2' -where the prefactor A = 0.5 (w')"', is related to the Debye temperature and is allowed to vary to obtain the necessary T,. If we make the assumption that, as in the BCS formulation, I. = N(E,) V , where Vis a constant interaction strength, then d is proportional to N(EF). In Fig. 1 1 we plot a series of curves for the function T, = A(e*"""~' -where A and 2,,, for each curve are adjusted so that T, = 92 K at 1. = I.,,, . In the limiting case of large I.,,, we have T, = 92(j./imdx)''* or, equivalently, Tc = 92[N(EF)/N(EF)md,l"2. Here N(EF),,, is the value of N(E,) for the T, = 92K material. We can see from the figure that, while the error bars are large, T, varies approximately as [N(E,)]''2, or the strong coupling limit.
Conclusions
We believe that there is ample indication that band structure calculations have captured the essential features of the DOS in HTSC materials. While some renormalization of the bands due to the electron-electron correlation effects may still prove necessary, the indications are that we are dealing with a conventional Fermi liquid whose Fermi surface is adequately described by LDA calculations. A BCS-like energy gap is observed in the 2 : 2 : 1 : 1 materials whose value is about twice the weak-coupling BCS value, but the density of states just below A is correctly described by the BCS function. The large gap and the rapid variation of N(E,) with T, would seem to support a strong coupling model. Previous inconsistencies in photoemission data are primarily due to the use of sintered materials and measurements at room temperature which yield a surface composition different from the bulk.
